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— NOTES —

A NOTE ON SINGULARITIES IN A COSSERAT CONTINUUM*

By YECHIEL WEITSMAN (Brown University)

Abstract. This paper is concerned with the singularities that are due to concentrated
couples in an infinite linear, elastic, isotropic Cosserat continuum. The solution to the
problem of a concentrated couple, acting within an infinite region, may be obtained as
a limiting case of the solution to the problem of body moments acting within a finite
portion of the infinite medium. Alternatively, the solution to the problem of the con-
centrated couple can be constructed from the solution to the case of a concentrated
force acting within an infinite body, by combining two double-forces with moments to
form a center of rotation.

In this paper it is shown that in a Cosserat continuum the two above mentioned
singular solutions to the case of a concentrated couple, acting within an infinite body,
are not the same. By means of a specific linear combination of these two singular solutions
it is possible to reconstruct the classical center of rotation, which is accompanied by
an additional micro-rotation field. It is shown that there exists a limiting case in which
the macro-displacements are eliminated altogether, resulting in a singular field of
micro-rotations alone.

1. The equations of a linear, elastic, isotropic Cosserat continuum. In a Cosserat
continuum [1]**, deformations are characterized by two kinematical variables: the
displacement w, and the independent, rigid, anti-symmetric micro-rotation .
The quantities \pUt \ describe a rigid rotation of some material "superstructural" property
(e.g. the Cosserat triad or, alternatively, a "micro-structure").

Following Mindlin's formulation [2] of the linear, elastic case we define

^ii 2(^1.i ~i~

Tun = Wi.i ~ "•■..) - iun , (1)
*<[»•*] = •

Then, for an isotropic, centrosymmetric medium the constituitive relations are

Tii — kk Sij + 2pen ,

"'in] ~ 2/3-y(/j , (2)

MiliU = al ("![!)] + «![*!] 5.;) + 2a2Ki[/n + <*3 (**[</] + *>[*•]),

where tu is the classical "Cauchy" stress, o-ti;l is the anti-symmetric part of Mindlin's
relative stress, and M.i/ti is the Cosserat's couple-stress. The quantities a,- and (3 are

*Received February 21, 1966; revised manuscript received May 23, 1966.
••Numbers in square brackets indicate the reference listed at the end of this paper.
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some material constants. The dimension of «,■ differs from the dimension of the Lam6
constants X, ^ by the square of length.

The equations of equilibrium read:

(t,-# + Cu,+ /,• = 0, ^

Pum.i + <ru*i + 0[j*) = 0.

In (3) /, and <^,11 denote body force and body couple, respectively.
The boundary conditions, at a boundary with outward normal n, , are

T [jk] = •

Substituting (1) in (2), and then in (3) we obtain the kinematical equations of motion

(X + n — + (fi + + /, = 0, ^

(<*! + a3)(\f/[ki] ,kj + \pijk] ,kd + 2a2iplij],u — 2^\pun + /3(u,-,,- — wfi)) + <j>[in = 0.

Employing the "direct" notation, Eqs. (5) read

(X + n ~ (3)VV -u + (m + $V2u - 2/3V -^ + f = 0,

(a, + a3)(V-tfcAV + W'V) + 2a2VV ~ + /3(Vu - uV) - P X C = 0.
In (6) the quantities u and f are vectors with components u{ and /< and \)A, <j/ and I

are dyadics with components y[/lin , 4>[in and Su . The quantity <J/ has been written
in terms of a body couple vector c,

«{/ = -JI X c.
Mindlin has shown [2], that a complete solution of (6), or (5), can be expressed as

u = VXK + (l- Z2V2)(B - llVV- B) - \Qc 1 - Z2V2)V[r-(l - Z2V2)B + B0], (7)

= -II X [V2V(r-K + K0) +2VXB]
where B, B0 , K, and K0 are stress-functions of the Boussinesq-Papkovitch type. These
functions satisfy the following relations:

m(1 - ^V2)V2B = -f - V X c,

f + ^VXcMVX = r

2/3V2K = c,
(8)

2/3(1 - llV2)V2K0 = 4/2V • c - r-(l - HV2)c
where, in (7) and (8)

h = X + MX + 2 n '
l\ = (2a2 — «i — a3) M2rf '

2 a2 — al — a3

(3 ' 13 ~ 2/3
12   ^2 72  
h — r. > '3 —
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2. The singular solutions for concentrated force and couple. Mindlin [2] has given
the solution to the problems of a concentrated force and a concentrated couple acting
within an infinite medium.

For a concentrated force P, acting at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system
x, y, z the stress-functions are

B

B» " °' (9)
K = 0,

K0 = 0.

For a concentrated moment C, acting at the origin the stress functions are

B=-^CXV^'

B° = °' (10)

K = — C
8irpr '

C-V„.

In (9) and (10) g( = (1 — e~r/u)/r.
Let u(1) and denote the kinematical field due to a concentrated force Pex

acting at the origin, and u<2>, t{r4<2> be the kinematical field that is due to a force Pe„
acting at the origin.

Employing the fields uU), «Jrjl<1) and u<2), i|iAi2), it is possible to construct a singular
solution due to a "center of rotation about the axis of z" [3]. We let the forces h~1Pex
and — h~1Pev act at the origin (0, 0, 0), and the forces — h~1PeJC and h~lPev act at (0, h, 0)
and (h, 0, 0), respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.
Passing to the limit as h —» 0 the resulting kinematical field is given by

u<R) =
dum du(2)

dy dx
a,A(l) a1A C2)

.A(fi) = Oljf dit  

^ dy dx

Computing the field u<,B) and we obtain

u(fl) = (1 - ^V2)es X Vg, ,

= X V X e2 X .

Expressions (12) may be obtained from (7) if we select

(ID

(12)
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Fig. 1. The system of concentrated forces which yields, in the limit as h —» 0, a "center of rotation
about the axis of z."

B = B(S> = —f- e, X V<7, ,^ (13)
= K<«) = Kia> = g

For a concentrated moment directed about the z axis, at the origin C = Ce,, Eqs. (10)
yield

B<C> = -^Ce'XV^=^|B<S)'

0 ~ U' (14)

K<C) = — e8tt/3 r * '

_%Cdg1
4ir|8 dzK0 =

A comparison between (13) and (14) shows that the singularities due to the two kinds
of concentrated couples are not the same. They differ by the stress functions K and K0,
given in (14). These functions yield a self-equilibrating kinematical field.

It may be worth noting that in the case of couple-stress theory [4], the singularity
due to a concentrated couple and the singularity due to a "center of rotation" are
the same.

3. Special cases, (a) Consider the following linear combination of the solutions to
a concentrated couple S(C> and a center of rotation S(R>.

s<l, = _2P i S(C) + fL±l £<*>, (15)
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Then

.(D _ 2P/3-d<c) h + ft Tiift)B(i' = _^B(C) + =—!—t: b( ' = 0,
Cm h

B'0L) = 0,

K(l) = —— ^ TT(C,) = e*
CM 47tm r '

»-<£) _  2P ft tt-(c) _ J*^2 dg2
CM 2ttm dz '

(16)

The corresponding kinematical field is

-£;vx7.
(17)

It is interesting to note that the expression for u</j) has thus been made to agree
with the classical result for a center of rotation about the axis of z. It does not depend
on the "micro-parameters" of the Cosserat medium.

(b) Consider the limit of the solution S(C\ for a concentrated moment about the z
axis, as the ratio m/(3 —> 03.

In this case the characteristic lengths and

(1 - HV2)gi -> 1/r.
The kinematical fields become

nr °' „ (is)
C.»<« _ _^IX

1671-/3

-r/l,

7Te< + v dg, _ <W\
dz dz /.

It is seen that for this limiting case the macro-displacements vanish, and the resulting
singular field contains micro-rotations alone.
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